
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a parking manager. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for parking manager

Oversee supervision of shift supervisor, parking attendants, maintenance
staff, and other personnel engaged in directing traffic, collecting fees and
scheduling of personnel
Monitor operation of control equipment and automatic gates and replace
expendable supplies such as tickets and print ribbons
Development and implementation of internal traffic/parking management
processes in conjunction and collaboration with the Long Island Nets, Nassau
County Police Department and all other affiliated governmental, law
enforcement, and public safety agencies
Lead third-party service providers by enforcing the agreed upon scope and
quality of services within the various signed service agreements
Perform regular inspections of the exterior arena while communicating with
management and the appropriate vendors to address any issues that need
immediate attention
Develop and maintain standard operating procedures as they relate to third-
party vendors, work order completion, safety and inventory control
Continue to improve their traffic/parking system and project management
process, maintaining protocols that are effective and work well and
suggesting ways that the operation can run more efficiently
Work closely with agency creative leadership to balance workloads and
advocate for appropriate time-lines on creative projects
Ensure all related creative projects are moving smoothly through the Nassau
Coliseum
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critical weather conditions, and traffic flow patterns and service changes

Qualifications for parking manager

Change Management - Develop workable implementation plans
Combination of 3-5 years experience in a role similar to this position,
including festival-style parking
Combination 3-5 years of previous experience in similar role
Strong computer skills in Outlook, Excel, Word, PowerPoint and other related
computer programs highly preferred
Masters or BA in Accounting / Finance
CPA designation or equivalent public accounting experience (Big 4, National,
or Large local CPA firms)


